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Heat transfer plays an important role in our lives. Here, we have studied it in
three dierent energy systems, including a proposed ipping system, thermal
rectiers and a proposed three-module combined assembly.
In the study of the proposed ipping system, we skillfully manipulated the sys-
tem to help it behave benecially to suit designers' needs. Behaviors related to
both thermal conductivities () and heat capacities (cv) are investigated. Three
ndings validated by COMSOL simulations and micro-Hamiltonian-Oscillator
analyses are reported: (1) eective  and eective cv can be controlled to vary
from their intrinsic material-property values to a few orders of magnitude larger;
(2) a parameter, tentatively named as \nonlinear thermal bias", is identied and
can be used as a criterion in estimating energies transferred into the system dur-
ing heating processes; (3) for bodies of uids subject to cold-bottom and hot-top
boundary conditions, it may be feasible to manipulate transient behaviors of a
solid propeller-like system such that the system can be turned by a weak buoy-
ancy force, induced by the top-to-bottom heat conduction through the propeller,
provided that the density of the propeller is selected to be close to that of the
uid. This turning motion serves both purposes of performing the hydraulic work
and increasing the eective thermal conductivity of the system.
In the analyses of the thermal rectiers, we have discovered and theoretically de-
rived the ultimate limit of rectication ratios, which are validated by numerical
simulations, experiments, and micro-scale Hamiltonian-oscillator analyses. For
rectiers whose thermal conductivities () are linear with the temperature, this
limit is simply a numerical value of 3. For bi-segment those whose conductiv-
ities are nonlinear with temperatures, the maxima equal max=min, where the
two extremes denote values of the solid segment materials that can be possibly
found or fabricated within a reasonable temperature range. Recommendations
for manufacturing high-ratio rectiers are also given with examples.














grated a photovoltaic cell, an electron tunnel, and a thermoelectric module into
a conjugate assembly, and have further studied characteristics of this assembly in
transient states. Mechanisms including thermalization obeying Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution in the cathode, traveling of electrons conned in tunnels, irreversible ex-
changes of electron uxes between two electrodes, Seebeck eects, Joule heating,
transient heat conduction in the thermoelectric module, and convective cooling
over the bottom of the assembly are all jointly coupled. The set of highly nonlin-
ear algebraic equations resulting from energy balances over ve nodes are itera-
tively solved using the modied Newton-Raphson method and under-relaxation.
Thermal eciencies of the proposed three-module combined assembly surpass
those of two-unit hybrid models previously reported.
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